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ey data management trends have emerged that
are shaping the capabilities of IT products and
services for 2020 and beyond.
The assortment of challenges and resulting solutions
is wide-ranging. With data flowing into organizations
from more sources than ever, the requirement for efficient data integration and data cleansing has never
been greater. In addition, due to the growing assortment
of data privacy regulations, the need for data governance best practices has also increased. At the same
time, a variety of cloud scenarios are on the rise, data
warehouse approaches are working alongside data
lakes, and numerous data management technologies
are being tapped to address specific requirements.

Kourier Integrator

technologies are evolving with new features as
they continue to maintain strong positions at the
enterprise level.
The result is that the range of solution choices is
expanding dramatically. The variety of options is evidenced by the frequent use of language such as “multi,”
“hybrid,” and “not only” that has surfaced to describe
the fact that there is no single approach to data management or analytics.
To help showcase innovative products and services each year, Database Trends and Applications
magazine looks for offerings that promise to help
organizations derive greater benefit from their data,
make decisions faster, and do so with higher levels of
security.
On the following pages, we present DBTA’s list of
Trend-Setting Products for 2020. We encourage you
to continue your exploration by visiting the companies’ websites for more information.

In addition, in this issue, we include “Product Spotlight” articles penned by company executives that
To help support data management processes and highlight what makes these products unique. n
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(REST as a client) using application connectors and
template-based adaptors.
Kourier already includes powerful features such
as a clicks-not-code development environment,
a configurable REST Gateway, rate limiting,
subscriptions, automatic Swagger documentation
and more. The latest release of Kourier adds new
trend-setting features too:

Kore’s clients, partners and
VARs use Kourier Integrator
to extend the value and
functionality of their MultiValue systems by creating
real-time integration with
best-in-class applications
such as CRM, eCommerce,
•
Automatically build, rebuild and maintain
service management, transintegration cross references between systems.
Mark Dobransky
portation logistics and more.
This is critical to keeping all systems
Co-Founder and
The speed of business
Managing Partner
synchronized.
continues to increase as do
• A searchable integration timeline maintains a
the expectations of end
history of events for the lifecycle of each record.
users. To ensure that data is always available and
View request and response messages to
up-to-date, RESTful Web Services are the preferred
diagnose anomalies then pinpoint and resolve
technology for synchronous, real-time integration
issues.
between applications.
Kourier REST continues to evolve and support
Application integration can be challenging. We
these requirements by providing a comprehensive
endeavor
to create software that makes it as easy
bi-directional real-time integration platform for
MultiValue systems. You can create secure and as possible while helping developers to be more
efficient and productive.

“

T he speed of business continues
to increase as do the expectations
of end users”

For more information about Kore Technologies
and Kourier Integrator, please contact us.

scalable inbound REST APIs (REST as server)
enabling third-party solutions to communicate with Kore Technologies
your MultiValue system. Build outbound integration 866-763-5673
with external best-in-class solution REST endpoints www.koretech.com
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